
Cry Baby

Teenage Riot

In Brief

Following his highest grossing and most mainstream film to date, Hairspray, John
Waters made this affectionate parody of 50s teenage gang movies. Johnny Depp
stars as Cry Baby Walker, leader of the ‘drapes’, the gang from the wrong side of
the tracks who falls for a ‘square’ Amy Locane’s nice girl Allison Walker.

This was Water’s first movie following the death of his long-time collaborator,
Divine, and while there are some familiar faces such as Ricki Lake and Mink Stole,
he brings some new faces to his company: veteran rocker Iggy Pop; infamous
heiress Patty Hearst; former underage porn star Traci Lords and former Andy
Warhol ‘factory’ actor Joe Dellasandro. The star is undoubtedly a scrumptious
young actor called Johnny Depp who was eager to lose his teen idol image, John
Waters told him to stick with him and he’d kill it stone dead.

Like Hairspray, Cry Baby received the Broadway treatment, and while it was
nominated for a Tony for its book and score, it closed after only 68 performances.

USA | 1990 | 91 minutes

If one were to draw up a list of qualifications that mark an
outsider filmmaker, then pretty much top of the list would be
this: Refuses to suppress or compromise their distinctive style
to achieve mass popularity. As a result, outsider directors tend
to be independents, rarely working within the studio system.

John Waters is, without question, an outsider director, the
William Burroughs-dubbed "Pope of Trash" whose early works
were cheery celebrations of sometimes audience-baiting bad
taste. With the passing of time, Waters' films have become
more technically accomplished and less confrontational, in the
process alienating some hardcore fans of his early work, who
smell a sell-out. Which is a pity, as there is still no-one out there
making films like Mr. Waters, as he trots merrily through the
genres, sending them up with a joyful disregard for the demands of mainstream cinema, on the way championing many of the things
that society at large condemn as perverse. Oh yes, Waters is an outsider all right.

With that in mind, no-one can have been more surprised than the director himself when the script for his poke at teen movie musicals,
Cry Baby, had major studios falling over each other to fund it. Which would seem to suggest, of course, that for this one film Waters
had reigned in the silliness, toned down the perversity and delivered a film that was targeted at a wider demographic. John Waters
goes mainstream, perhaps. Yeah, right. In a pig's eye.

The problem for some is that parody is only part of the mix on offer here – Waters also eagerly embraces elements of the films he is
sending up, throws in twisted recollections of his own childhood, dollops of surrealistic peculiarity and camp humour, and creates
characters that are connected to reality by the thinnest of threads. That they are recognisable threads actually adds to the problem
when communicating with part of his potential audience, who may see Spider Man as an extension of what they dream of being, but
are here presented with the very aspects of themselves that they would prefer to ignore, aspects that have been madly enhanced and
openly celebrated

So what's Cry-Baby about? Well, in 1950s, rock 'n' roll era Baltimore, the teen world was divided into two opposing camps, the clean
living, well-to-do Squares and the rowdy, outlandish Drapes. When Square girl Allison and Drape icon Wade 'Cry-Baby' Walker fall for
each other, the cautious welcome expressed by Cry-Baby's gang is not shared by the Squares, who show their anger by declaring open
war on the Drapes, and Cry-Baby in particular. Straightforward teen movie stuff, huh? Not quite...

Despite his fondness for the oddball, Waters is happy to have cool-looking lead characters, though will usually give them a trait that
somehow detracts from that status, at least in the eyes of any potential mainstream audience. Cry-Baby Walker is saddled from the
start with a name that no would-be tough guy would wear so proud, and earns it with the single tear that escapes every time he falls
victim to his emotions. He is also unspeakably polite to Allison's mother, coming across at times as Marlon Brando in The Wild One
crossed with Clark Kent. Played with a glorious mix of sincerity and knowing absurdity by the young Johnny Depp, recently freed from
the teen idol imagery of TV's 21 Jump Street and yet to earn his status as Hollywood's most consistently interesting male lead, this hybrid
is a delight, a very funny exaggeration who also radiates cool, an iconic core around which Waters places a cheery collection of misfits
whose very status as societal outsiders is key to their appeal. He is matched all the way by Amy Locane as Allison, who can shift from
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nice but weary straight girl ("I'm so tired of being good!") to red-hot sex bomb
in a virtual eye-blink and completely sell both as real.

Even the very smallest role is played with unbridled and often madly energised
enthusiasm, and Waters has assembled what is probably his most extraordinary
cast here, with talk show fave Ricki Lake, controversial ex-porn queen Traci Lords,
punk icon Iggy Pop, one-time kidnap victim and urban guerilla Patricia Hearst,
veteran performers Susan Tyrell and Polly Bergen, and yes, that's Willem Dafoe
leering it up in a small role as the abusive prison guard. Almost every line is
delivered with parodic gusto, and on energy alone the Square boys actually outdo
their Drape rivals, singing and dancing like they've swallowed acid-laced
happiness pills and talking like the up-tight establishment moralists from
retrospectively hilarious 1930s drug education films such as Reefer Madness and
Cocaine Fiends. Mind you, the most obviously John Waters created character
belongs to Cry-Baby's gang in the form of the the aptly named Hatchet Face,
probably the most unflattering bit of casting since poor old Reggie Nalder landed
the role of Kurt Barlow in Tobe Hooper's Salem's Lot because the director needed
the ugliest actor he could find.

Given the project's parodic leanings, the biggest surprise is just how good the
musical numbers are, Waters' ear for o�eat but appropriate tunes (the score is
a mixture of found numbers and specifically composed songs) giving the film
some real show stoppers, all of which are exuberantly performed and nicely
choreographed to camera by Lori Eastside. And those fearing that a John Waters
studio film might lack his notoriously perverse touches need not fear, as we are
treated to a distraught Allison drinking a glass of her own collected tears, a
French kiss montage that develops into semi-ludicrous tongue battling, Hatchet-
Face's father dragging his iron lung-imprisoned wife into court to berate his
daughter, Iggy Pop bathing in the yard in an imitation of a well-known gay porn
photo, Susan Tyrell throwing darts at the Queen's head, Ricki Lake suddenly giving unassisted birth in the back of a speeding car, and
a musical number (the energetically bluesy Please Mr. Jailer) that is just one sheet of glass away from a lustful multi-racial orgy.

John Waters (filmmaker)

John Samuel Waters (born April 22, 1946) is an American filmmaker, actor, writer, journalist, visual artist,
and art collector, who rose to fame in the early 1970s for his transgressive cult films. Waters's 1970s and
early '80s trash films feature his regular troupe of actors known as Dreamlanders—among them Divine,
Mink Stole, David Lochary, Mary Vivian Pearce, and Edith Massey. Starting with Desperate Living (1977),
Waters began casting real-life convicted criminals (Liz Renay, Patricia Hearst) and infamous people (Traci
Lords, a former porn star).

Waters skirted mainstream filmmaking with Hairspray (1988), which introduced Ricki Lake and earned a
modest gross of $8 million domestically. In 2002, Hairspray was adapted to a long-running Broadway
musical, which itself was adapted to a hit musical film which earned more than $200 million worldwide.
After the crossover success of the original film version of Hairspray, Waters's films began featuring familiar
actors and celebrities such as Johnny Depp, Edward Furlong, Melanie Griffith, Chris Isaak, Johnny Knoxville,
Martha Plimpton, Christina Ricci, Lili Taylor, Kathleen Turner, and Tracey Ullman.

Although he has apartments in New York City, San Francisco, and a summer home in
Provincetown, Waters still mainly resides in his hometown of Baltimore, Maryland, where
all his films are set. He is recognizable by his trademark pencil-thin moustache, a look he
has retained since the early 1970s. Some of his film-related material and personal papers
are contained in the Wesleyan University Cinema Archives to which scholars and media
experts from around the world may have full access.      
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